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We're excited to offer this manual as it is the first of its kind!

Inside you will find all of the poses needed to get started as a well-rounded
yoga teacher. 

We've included 20 standard common poses that will provide you with the
foundations needed before moving into more challenging poses.

We've also included a variety of poses from Neutral Standing Poses, External
Standing Poses, Standing Twists, Arm balances & Inversions, Seated Poses and
Reclined Poses.

It gets even better!

Inside you will find the beginnings of the FIRST EVER priority cueing system
that was made specifically for yoga teachers.

On the next page you will find a color coordinated system designed for you to
learn how to teach poses, from the the most important aspects of the pose,
down to the final touches.

We look forward to supporting you on your journey!

With gratitude,

Elements of Power Yoga Team

WELCOME
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Priority Cueing System

Green = Movement into a Pose or Posture

These are MOVEMENT cues that are pretty easy to see with the naked eye, and
allow us to "get into position" for each pose. 

The green cues are the ones we start with. Sometimes, all we need to do is say
the green cues and we're finished!

Yellow = Actions or Alignments within that Pose or Posture

These are ACTION cues which are not as easily noticeable to the naked eye.
but are SUPER important for stabilizing the joints in the body and protecting
ourselves and our students.

After we've finished entering a pose, these yellow cues are what allow us to
adjust common misalignments.

Red = Any Finishing Touches that allow the full expression of the
pose!

These are the LAST CUES that we use after the pose has been established and
the stability has been created.  These are the last cues that you'll use for each
pose.

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches
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Mountain Pose: Tadasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Feet parallel, together or up hip width apart
Push down through the 4 corners of the feet
Palms facing forward

Squeeze the inner thighs towards each other
Lift the lower belly up, and lengthen the tailbone
Lift up through the chest

Pull the shoulder blades back and down

Extend through the crown of your head
Eyes closed or looking straight ahead
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Focus
Grounding posture
Establishing basic alignment for poses

NOTES:
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Upward Salute: Utthita Hastasana in Tadasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

From Tadasana, raise the arms over head
Look up towards the hands and gently lean back

Squeeze the inner thighs towards each other
Lift the lower belly up, and lengthen the tailbone
Lift up through the chest

Rotate the shoulder blades down and forward, to turn the palms in

Extend through the fingertips and press the palms together
Continue to root down through the fee
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Gentle backbend
Improves overall posture
expands the rib cage for better breathing

NOTES:
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Forward-Fold: Uttanasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

In Tadasana, bend the knees and fold forward
Place the hands on the legs, or the ground
Shift the weight towards the toes to guide the hips forward

Lift the lower belly up
Draw the hip points toward the upper thigh to move the head closer to the
legs

Straighten your legs to your own degree
Soften the head and shoulders
Gently tuck the chin in at the end of the fold
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Opening the superficial backline of the body
Increases circulation and energy throughout the body
Lowers blood pressure
Can be a Resting Posture

NOTES:
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Halfway Lift: Ardha Uttanasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

From a forward fold, place hands on shins (not on knees).
Press the hands into the shins and straighten the elbows 
Pull the chest forward and lift up half-way

Shift the weight to the front of the feet
Squeeze the inner thighs towards each other to stabilize the pelvis
Lift the lower belly up

Microbend the knees
Extend through the crown of the head
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Strengthens the back 
Strengthens core muscles
Can help to improve overall balance

NOTES:
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Plank: Phalakasana I

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Place hands down a stable distance apart, usually shoulder width
Step your feet back so the legs are straight 
Spread fingers wide

Keep the legs strong
Press down through the index finger and thumb to stabilize the shoulders
Pull the chest forward

Lift the lower belly up and lengthen the tailbone back

Ground the hands to round the upper back
Push the heels back 
Extend through the crown of the head
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Core strength
Warms up wrists and shoulder 
Engages the serratus anterior

NOTES:
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Four-Limbed Staff Pose: Chaturanga Dandasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Plank, shift forward and stack the elbows over the wrists
Bend the elbows to 90 degrees keeping the upper arm parallel to the
ground 
Pull the elbows in

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Keep the legs strong
Pull the chest forward
Lift the lower belly up and lengthen the tailbone back

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Extend through the crown of the head and keep the neck long
Be careful and don’t hold it for too long!
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Foundation for all arm balances
Builds upper body strength
Builds heat quickly

NOTES:
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Cobra Pose: Bhujangasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

Start from lying on your belly, place the hands next to your upper ribs
Keeping the elbows in
Press the hands down and start to lift your head, chest, and belly off the
ground

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Squeeze the legs together to stabilize the pelvis
Press the hips down
Pull the chest forward and up

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Straighten the arms to your own degree
Point the toes back
Look forward as you open the chest
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Opens up the front body 
Preparation for deeper backbends
Strengthens arms and shoulders

NOTES:
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Upward Facing Dog: Urdhva Mukha Svanasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

Start from lying on your belly with the toes pointing back
Place the hands slightly behind your upper ribs  
Pull the elbows in

Press through tops of feet to keep the legs strong
Straighten the arms to lift your head, chest and legs off the ground

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Squeeze the inner thighs towards each other to stabilize the pelvis
Pull the chest forward and up

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Look straight ahead or slightly up
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Opens the front body
Strengthens arms and wrists
Strengthens the legs

NOTES:
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Downward Facing Dog: Adho Mukha Svanasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Table Top Position, slide the hands forward a little bit
Tuck your toes and lift the knees off the ground
Press your hands down and forward to drive the hips up and back

Keep a slight bend in the knees

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Root down through the inner hands, or index fingers and thumbs to
stabilize the shoulders
Pull the lower belly in
Pivot the feet so the heels move out slightly

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Straighten the legs out to your own degree
Relax your head
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Creates integration between the upper and lower body
Strengthens and stretches the legs and shoulders
Calming the nervous system

NOTES:
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Tiger Pose: Vyaghrasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Downward Facing Dog, squeeze the right knee to your chest and
shift forward
Stack the shoulders over the wrists

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Keep the back leg strong
Push down through the hands to round the upper back and lift the knee
higher

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Tuck the chin to the chest and bring the knee and nose closer together
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

NOTES:

Core strengthening
Psoas strengthening
Shoulder strengthening
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Low Lunge: Anjaneyasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Downward Facing Dog, step the right foot near the right hand
Lower the left knee down and untuck the toes
Press down through the front foot and lift up raising the arms overhead

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Squeeze the inner thighs towards each other to stabilize the pelvis
Lift the lower belly up
Rotate the shoulder blades down and forward, to turn the palms in 

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Sink down through the hips go deeper
Look up towards the hands and gently lean back
Extend through the fingertips and press the palms together
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Opens the front of the back hip
Prepares the body for deeper backbends
Grounding pose

NOTES:
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High Crescent Lunge: Ashta Chandrasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Downward Facing Dog, step the right foot near the right hand
Press down through the feet and lift up raising the arms overhead

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Keep the back leg strong
Slightly bend the back knee to lengthen the tailbone down
Squeeze the inner thighs towards each other to stabilize the pelvis

Rotate the shoulder blades down and forward and turn the palms in

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Bend the front knee more to go deeper
Look up towards the hands and gently lean back
Extend through the fingertips and press the palms together
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Opens the front of the back hip
Prepares the body for deeper backbends
Builds strength and stability in the lower body

NOTES:
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Warrior 1: Virabhadrasana I

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Downward Facing Dog, step the right foot near the right thumb
Turn the back heel down so that the toes are facing 10/2 o’clock
Press down through the feet and lift up raising the arms up

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Keep the back leg strong 
Squeeze the inner thighs towards each other to stabilize the pelvis
Lift the lower belly

Rotate the shoulders down and forward turning the palms in

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Position the front knee over the ankle
Look up towards the hands and gently lean back
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Stretches front body especially the front of the hip (psoas)
Strengthens the legs and ankle joint

NOTES:
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Chair Pose: Utkatasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

Standing in Tadasana, bend the knees and lower the hips 
Raise the arms up
Shift the weight back into the heels

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Squeeze the inner thighs towards each other to stabilize the pelvis 
Lift the lower belly in and lengthen the tailbone down
Rotate the shoulder blades down and forward to turn the palms in

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Bend the knees a little more to go deeper
Extend through the crown of your head
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Strengthens the supporting muscles of the major joints in the body
Builds heat quickly
Develops core strength

NOTES:
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Table Top Position: Bharmanasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

Place hands on the ground a stable distance apart
Position the shoulders over wrists and hips over knees
Spread fingers wide

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Squeeze the inner thighs towards each other to stabilize the pelvis
Pull the chest forward
Lift the lower belly in and lengthen the tailbone back

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Extend through the crown of your head
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Strengthens lower back 
Warms up the wrists for more arm balances.
Creates stability in the major joints

NOTES:
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Cat Pose: Marjariasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Table Top Position, press evenly through the hands to round the
upper back
Draw the chin to the chest as you look underneath

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Squeeze the inner thighs towards each other to stabilize the pelvis
Pull the lower belly in and lengthen the tailbone down

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Root down through the inner hand, or index finger and thumb to round the
back further
Now say “Meeeooowwww”
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

NOTES:

Warms up the spine and front body
Warms up the wrists
Promotes improved posture
Warms up Serratus Anterior
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Cow Pose: Bitilasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Table Top Position, look forward and arch the back

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Squeeze the inner thighs towards each other to stabilize the pelvis
Pull the lower belly in and lengthen the tailbone down

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Root down through the inner hand, or index finger and thumb to round the
back further
Now say “Mooooooooooooo”
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Warms up the spine and front body
Warms up the wrists
Promotes improved posture

NOTES:
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Sunbird Pose: Dandayamana Bharmanasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Table Top Position, root down through the inner hands, or index
fingers and thumbs, to stabilize the shoulders
Extend the left leg back with the toes pointing down
Reach the right arm forward

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Pull the chest forward
Lift the lower belly in
Lift from the inner back thigh

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Reach through the fingertips and push your heel back to create length in
the spine
Extend through the crown of your head
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Stabilize the spine and pelvis
Excellent for low back pain
Engages/warms up core for plank

NOTES:
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Forearm Plank: Phalakasana II

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Plank, lower down to the forearms a stable distance apart, usually
shoulder width
Keep the hips at the same height as the shoulders

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Keep the back legs strong
Pull the chest forward
Lift the lower belly up and lengthen the tailbone back

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Press down through the forearms to stabilize the shoulders
Push the heels back 
Extend through the crown of the head
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Core strength
Warms up shoulders (serratus anterior)
Builds heat quickly

NOTES:
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Side Plank: Vashistasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Plank, bring the feet together
Roll onto the outer edge of your right foot
Stack the feet and hips and reach the left arm up

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Pull the chest forward
Lift the lower belly up and lengthen the tailbone back towards the heels
Squeeze the inner thighs towards each other

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Press down through the inner hand to stabilize the shoulder
Keep the hips up to avoid collapsing
Extend through the crown of your head
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Strengthens arms and side core
Improves balance and focus

NOTES:
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Eagle Pose: Garudasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Tadasana, bend the knees, lift the right leg, and cross it over the left
leg
Hook the foot behind the left ankle or calf if possible
Reach the arms forward, wrap the right arm under the left arm, and bring
your hands together

Push down through all four corners of the standing foot

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Squeeze the inner thighs together and draw the right hip back slightly
Pull the lower belly in, and lengthen the tailbone down
Lift up through the chest

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Push the elbows forward and up
Extend through the crown of your head
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Opens the hips and shoulders
Improves focus, concentration and balance
Strengthens the arms and legs

NOTES:
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Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Uttanasana, with the feet a comfortable distance apart, usually
shoulder width
Generously bend the knees and place your hands under your feet
Palms up, fingers pointing back and toes in line with wrist crease

Gorilla Pose: Padahastasana

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Lift the lower belly up
Pull the chest forward

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Straighten the knees to your own degree
Make the sound of a monkey and don’t fall
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

NOTES:

Opens wrist joints
Stretches upper back
Opening the superficial backline of the body
Increases circulation and energy throughout the body
Lowers blood pressure
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Toe Balancing Pose: Prapadasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Uttanasana, bring your feet together
Shift weight onto the toes and squat down 
Bring hands together in prayer position

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Lift up through the chest and draw the shoulder blades back and down
Squeeze the inner thighs towards each other
Pull the lower belly in, and lengthen the tailbone down

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Shift weight of knees forward slightly to stretch tops of thighs
Look straight forward
Extend through the crown of the head
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Strengthens ankles and knees
Opens front line
Improves focus, concentration and balance

NOTES:
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Wide Legged Forward Fold: Prasarita Padottanasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Tadasana, step the right foot back and turn to face the side of the
mat with legs wide and feet parallel
With knees slightly bent, fold forward placing the hands on the ground
Shift the weight towards the toes to guide the hips forward

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Press the feet into the ground to stabilize the spine
Lift the lower belly up

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Straighten the legs to your own degree
Soften the head and shoulders
Gently tuck the chin in at the end of the fold
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

NOTES:

Provides the benefits of an inversion
Creates length in the spine
Improves hip joint flexibility
Can be a Resting Posture
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Yogi Squat: Malasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Tadasana, spread your feet as wide as your mat and turn the toes out
to 10/2
Squat down to the ground
Place the palms together at your heart center

Position the elbows inside of the knees

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Lift your chest up
Pull the lower belly in, and lengthen the tailbone down

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Push the elbows out to open the knees more
Extend through the crown of your head
Keep the heels on the ground if possible
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Improves balance, concentration, and focus
Stretches the groin, hips and ankles
Relieving posture for the bowels

NOTES:
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Warrior 2: Virabhadrasana II

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Downward Facing Dog, step the right foot between the hands (Heel
to Arch Alignment)
Turn the back heel down with the toes pointing to 9 (or 3) o’clock
Press down through the feet and lift up, extending the arms out to the
sides

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Push down through the outer edge of the back foot
Lift up through the chest
Pull the lower belly in, and lengthen the tailbone down

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Stack the front knee over the heel
Extend through the crown of the head
Look over your front middle finger
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Increases Stamina
Stretches the groin and inner thighs
Strengthens and aligns shoulder, legs, pelvis and hips

NOTES:
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Side Angle Pose: Parsva Konasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Warrior II, lean forward and place the right elbow on your knee
Reach the left arm straight up

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Push down through the outer edge of the back foot
Pull your chest forward
Lift the lower belly in, and lengthen the tailbone back

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Press down through the elbow to stabilize the shoulder
Extend through the crown of your head
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Increases Stamina
Stretches the groin and side body
Strengthens and aligns shoulder, legs, pelvis and hips

NOTES:
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Reverse Warrior: Viparita Virabhadrasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Warrior 2, turn the front palm up and extend the arm up and back
Place the left hand on the back leg (not the knee)

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Push down through the outer edge of the back foot
Lift up through the chest
Pull the lower belly in, and lengthen the tailbone down

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Stack the front knee over the heel
Look up towards the top hand or down at the ground if needed
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Builds stamina
Opens the side body
Strengthens and aligns shoulder, legs, pelvis and hips

NOTES:
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Triangle Pose: Trikonasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Warrior II, straighten the front knee and turn the back toes in
Keep the back leg strong as you lean forward placing the right hand on
your leg or shin (not the knee)
Reach your left arm straight up

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Push down through the foot to engage the leg
Pull your chest forward
Lift the lower belly in, and lengthen the tailbone back

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Microbend the front knee
Extend through the crown of the head
Reach the arms apart

Look up towards your left hand
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Opens the hips and shoulders
Stretches the groin and side body
Creates length in all four limbs

NOTES:
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Half Moon Pose: Ardha Chandrasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Triangle Pose, place the top hand on the hip
Look down and bend the front knee
As you shift your weight forward, move your right hand to the ground 6
inches in front of your foot

Straighten the front knee as you lift the back leg off the ground and reach
the left arm up

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Pull your chest forward
Push through the heel of the lifted leg
Lift the lower belly up, and lengthen the tailbone back

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Microbend the knee of the standing leg
Extend through the crown of the head
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

NOTES:

Improves coordination
Improves focus, concentration and balance
Builds ankle stability
Strengthens glutes
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Standing Twist: Eka Pada Parivrtta Tadasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Tadasana, bring the right knee to your chest
Grab the outside of the knee with your left hand
Reach the right arm back and twist to the right

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Push down through all four corners of the standing foot
Lift up through the chest

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Extend through the crown of your head
Look forward and keep the eyes steady
On the exhale pull the lower belly in and gently deepen the twist 
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Develops Focus, Concentration and Balance
Strengthens the Psoas Muscle
Stimulates digestion

NOTES:
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Chair Twist: Parivrtta Utkatasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

tarting from Chair Pose, with the feet together or a comfortable distance
apart
Bring the palms together at your heart and lean forward
Wrap the left elbow on the outside of your right knee and twist to the right

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Squeeze the inner thighs towards each other
Pull the chest forward and lengthen through the spine

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Draw the left hip back so that your knees are in line with each other
Extend through the crown of your head
Push the palms

On the exhale pull the lower belly in and gently deepen the twist 
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Creates flexibility in the spine
Stimulates digestion
Builds strength in the legs

NOTES:
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Twisting Low Lunge: Parivrtta Anjaneyasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Low lunge, bring the palms together at your heart center and lean
forward
Wrap your left elbow on the outside of your right knee and twist to the
right 

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Squeeze the inner thighs towards each other
Pull the chest forward and lengthen through the spine

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Extend through the crown of your head
Press palms together
On the exhale pull the lower belly in and gently deepen the twist 
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Stimulates digestion
Creates flexibility in the spine
Opens the front body of the back

NOTES:
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Twisting Crescent Lunge: Parivrtta Ashta Chandrasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From High Crescent Lunge, bring the palms together at your heart center
and lean forward
Wrap your left elbow on the outside of your right knee and twist to the
right 

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Keep the back leg strong
Squeeze the inner thighs towards each other to stabilize the pelvis
Pull the chest forward and lengthen through the spine

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Extend through the crown of your head
Press palms together 
On the exhale pull the lower belly in and gently deepen the twist 
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Left hand down, right arm up
Low lunge twist with back knee down
With the arms extended and the body upright

NOTES:
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Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Ground down through all four corners of the feet
Pull the lower belly in and lengthen the tailbone towards the heels
Push down through the arms and lift your chest higher

Bridge Pose: Setu Bandhāsana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

Begin lying on your back, bend the knees and place your feet down
Arms down by your sides
Position the feet a stable distance apart, usually hip width

Bring your heels to almost touching the fingers
Lift your hips up 
Interlace the fingers behind your back and roll the shoulders under slightly

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Adjust the feet if necessary
Push down through the heels
Extend through the crown of your head
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Opens the front body
Strengthens the hamstrings and glutes
Stimulates the nervous system and creates energy within the body

NOTES:
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Upward Facing Bow: Urdhva Dhanurasana

Level 1-2 Cues  
Establishing Alignment and Movement into Pose

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Begin lying on your back, bend the knees and place your feet down
Arms down by your sides
Position the feet a stable distance apart, usually hip or shoulder width

Bring your heels to almost touching the fingers
Place the hands beside your head, shoulder distance apart, with the fingers
pointing towards the feet

Spread the fingers wide and pull the elbows in
Press down through all four corners of the feet to lift the hips up

Place the crown of your head on the ground for support
Press down through the hands to lift your head off the ground

Adjust the feet if necessary
Push down through the heels
Pull the chest forward

Relax the head
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Opens the front body
Stimulates the nervous system creating energy within the body
Strengthens the arms, hamstrings and glutes

NOTES:
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Sphinx Pose: Salamba Bhujangasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

Start from lying on your belly with the toes pointing back
Come up onto the forearms, palms facing down, stacking the elbows under
the shoulders

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Keep the legs strong
Pull the lower belly up, and lengthen the tailbone back toward the heels
Pull the chest forward

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Ground down through the forearms and hands to go deeper
Look straight forward
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Opens the front body
Stimulates the nervous system creating energy within the body
Can be a Resting Posture

NOTES:
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Locust Pose: Salabhasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

Start from lying on your belly with the toes pointing back
Interlace the fingers behind you
Lift your legs, head and chest off the ground

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Squeeze the inner thighs towards each other to stabilize the spine
Lift the lower belly up
Pull the chest forward and reach back through the arms

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Extend through the crown of your head forward
Lift up higher to your own degree
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

NOTES:

Opens the front body
Warms up the back muscles for deeper backbends
Strengths the multifidus muscle to improve posture
Stimulates the nervous system and creates energy within the body
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ARM BALANCES &ARM BALANCES &ARM BALANCES &
INVERSIONSINVERSIONSINVERSIONS





Crow Pose: Kakasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From toe balancing pose, place the hands on the ground in front of you,
shoulder distance apart
Spread the fingers wide
Shift your weight forward and lift the hips up

Rest the front of your knees on the backs of the upper arms near the
armpits
Bend the elbows and shift the weight over the hands stacking the elbows
over the wrists

Lift one foot off the ground at a time (or both feet)
Keep the elbows in

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Pull the lower belly in
Squeeze the heels towards your butt
Pull the chest forward

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Look on the ground in front of you and keep the eyes steady
Extend through the crown of the head
Straighten the elbows to our own degree
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

NOTES:

Builds upper body strength
Improves focus, concentration and balance
Builds core strength
Strengthens hamstrings when the heels are lifted
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Headstand: Sirsasana A

Level 1-2 Cues  
Establishing Alignment and Movement into Pose/Position

From Table Top Position, lower down onto the forearms
Interlace the fingers near the back of the head so that the crown of the head
can rest on the ground
Push down through the elbows and forearms

Tuck the toes and lift hips up
Keeping the knees bent, walk your feet towards the hands bringing your knees
into your chest
Find your balance by stacking the hips over shoulders as your feet lift off the
ground

Suck the lower belly in
Straight one leg at a time and point the toes up
Draw the front ribs in

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Extend through the feet keeping the legs strong
Continue to press down through the elbows and forearms
Minimize the weight on the head
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Builds upper body strength
Builds core strength
Improves focus, concentration and balance

NOTES:
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Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Table Top Position, lower down to the forearms
Keep the fingers spread wide and arms parallel
Tuck the toes and push the hips up and back

Walk the feet in a comfortable distance maintaining length in the spine
Keep a slight bend in the knees

Dolphin Pose: Catur Svanasana

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Root down through the inner hand, and forearms to stabilize the shoulders
Pull the lower belly in
Pivot the feet out slightly so you can’t see the heels

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Straighten the legs to your own degree
Relax the head
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

NOTES:

Builds upper body strength
Preparation for forearm stand
Opens the hamstrings
Opens the shoulders
Creates length in the spine
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Forearm Stand: Pincha Mayurasana

Level 1-2 Cues  
Establishing Alignment and Movement into Pose/Position

From Dolphin Pose, spread the fingers wide and look forward at the ground
between your hands
Push down through the elbows and forearms

Extend the right leg back
Push through the back toes and swing the right leg up to create momentum
as the toes lift off the ground
Find your balance by stacking the hips over the shoulders

Straighten the left leg up and point the toes
Draw the front ribs in
Suck the lower belly in

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Extend through the feet keeping the legs strong
Focus on pushing down through the elbows and hands to ground and
balance
Continue to look at the ground between your forearms and steady the eyes
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Builds upper body strength
Strengths core
Improves focus, concentration and balance

NOTES:
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Handstand Prep: Adho Mukha Vrksasana Prep

Level 1-2 Cues  
Establishing Alignment and Movement into Pose/Position

From Downward Facing Dog, shorten your stance about half way by walking
your feet towards your hands
Shift the weight into your hands to stack the shoulders over the wrists
Push the ground away from you

Extend the right leg up
Press down through the back toes to lift the heel and shift more weight into
your hands
Pull the lower belly in

Swing the left leg higher and create momentum to hop the right leg off the
ground, keeping the right knee tucked into the chest

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Keeping pushing down through the hands to control the landing of the hop
Look at the ground between your hands
Hop 3-5 times and take a rest and switch legs
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Builds upper body strength
Builds core strength
Improves focus, concentration and balance
Preparation for Handstand

NOTES:
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Handstand Prep: Adho Mukha Vrksasana Prep

Level 1-2 Cues  
Establishing Alignment and Movement into Pose/Position

From Handstand Prep Position, swing the right leg straight up and create
momentum to hop the left leg off the ground, keeping the left knee tucked
into the chest

Find your balance by stacking the hips over shoulders and wrists
Straighten the left leg up and point the toes

Turn the forearms so the elbow creases rotate forward and squeeze them in
Draw the front ribs in
Suck the lower belly in

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Extend through the feet keeping the legs strong
Focus on fingertips and grip strength for balance
Look at the ground between your hands and steady the eyes
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Builds upper body strength
Builds core strength
Improves focus, concentration and balance

NOTES:
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   SEATED POSESSEATED POSESSEATED POSES





Crossed Leg Seated Pose: Sukhasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Staff Pose, bend both knees and cross the legs
Position the ankles near or underneath each knee
Place the hands on the knees

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Pull the lower belly in
Lift the chest up

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Extend through the crown of your head
Looking forward or eyes closed
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Begins to open the hips
Grounding posture for meditation
Can be a Resting Posture
Great opening pose

NOTES:
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Staff Pose: Dandasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

While seated, extend both legs straight forward with the toes pointing up
Sitting upright, place the hands down beside the hips with the palms down
and fingers pointing forward

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Push through the heels to engage the legs
Press down through the hands and lift the chest up
Pull the lower belly in

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Extend through the crown of the head
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Creates body awareness
Helps improve alignment of body
Provides a mild stretch for hamstrings

NOTES:
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Child’s Pose: Balasana

Level 1-2 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Table Top Position, spread the knees wide with the toes touching
Shift the hips back and rest your chest between the thighs
Place the forehead on the mat

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Rest the arms forward or along the sides
Relax on the exhale
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Grounding Posture
Can be a Resting Posture
Creates length in the spine
Relieves tension in the lower back

NOTES:
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Thunderbolt Pose: Vajrasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Table Top position, bring the knees and feet together with the toes
pointing back
Shift your weight back to sit on your heels and sit up
Place your hands on your lap

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Squeeze the thighs together to stabilize the pelvis
Pull the lower belly in 
Lift your chest up

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Extend through the crown of the head
Looking forward or eyes closed
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Grounding Posture
Can be a Resting Posture
Opens the tops of the feet
Establishing basic alignment for poses

NOTES:
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Bound Angle Pose: Baddha Konasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

From Staff Pose, bend the knees and place your feet down
Bring the bottoms of your feet together and let the knees fall out to the
sides
Grab the tops of the feet

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Lift up through the chest
Pull the lower belly in

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Extend through the crown of your head
Press the feet together
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Opens the hips and groin muscles
Grounding Posture
Can be a Resting Posture

NOTES:
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Head to Knee Pose: Janu Sirsasana

Level 1-2 Cues  
Establishing Alignment and Movement into Pose/Position

From Staff Pose, bring the right knee into your chest and place the bottom
of your foot on the inside of your left thigh
Let the right knee fall out to the side
Flex the right foot and bend the knee slightly

Pull the lower belly in
Lift up through the chest
Maintaining length in the spine, lean forward and grab the outside of the
left foot with the right hand

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Grab the foot with both hands, if possible
Straighten the leg to your own degree
Soften the head and shoulders
Relax on the exhale
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Opens the hamstring of the extended leg
Opens the Superficial Back Line
Grounding Posture

NOTES:
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Seated Forward Fold: Paschimottanasana

Level 1-2 Cues  
Establishing Alignment and Movement into Pose/Position

From Staff Pose, flex the feet and bend the knees slightly
Pull the lower belly in
Lift up through the chest
Maintaining length in the spine, lean forward and grab the feet, ankles or
calves

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Straighten the legs to your own degree
Soften the head and shoulders
Relax on the exhale
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Opens the hamstrings
Opens the Superficial Back Line
Grounding Posture

NOTES:
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Pigeon Pose: Eka Pada Rajakapotasana

Level 1-2 Cues 
Establishing Alignment and Movement into Pose/Position

From Downdog, bring the right knee to the ground just behind the right
hand
Position the right foot behind the left hand approximately at a 45 degree
angle
Lower the back knee down and slide the leg as far back as possible

Untuck the toes
Pull the lower belly in 
Lift up through the chest

Maintaining length in the spine, lean forward and lower down to your
forearms, if possible

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Soften the head and shoulders
Relax on the exhale
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Opens the hips
Opens the piriformis and tensor fascia latae muscles of the bent leg
Opens the front body on the side of the extended leg

NOTES:
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   RECLINED POSESRECLINED POSESRECLINED POSES





Supine Bound Angle Pose: Supta Baddha Konasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

Lie on your back and extend the arms and legs out
Relax the arms a comfortable distance away from the side of the body with
the palms facing up
Separate the legs a comfortable distance apart with the feet relaxing out to
the sides

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Roll your shoulders under a little to open the heart
Tilt your head slightly back and rest the head down

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Make any adjustments as needed
Relax on the exhale
Close your eyes
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Calms the nervous system
Lowers blood pressure
Teaches relaxation of the body and mind

NOTES:
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Supine Twist: Supta Matsyendrasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

Begin lying on your back, bend the knees and place your feet down
Grab the right knee and pull it towards your chest
Shift your hips a little to the right

Straighten the left leg 
Extend the right arm out to the side
Pull the right knee across your body and twist

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Maintain length in the spine
Look toward your right hand

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Ground the right shoulder, or right knee, or both, to go deeper
Relax on the exhale
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Calms the nervous system
Lowers blood pressure
Teaches relaxation of the body and mind
Opens the hips and groin muscles

NOTES:
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Corpse Pose: Savasana

Level 1 Cues: Movement into Pose

Lie on your back and extend the arms and legs out
Relax the arms a comfortable distance away from the side of the body with
the palms facing up
Separate the legs a comfortable distance apart with the feet relaxing out to
the sides

Level 2 Cues: Adjust Common Misalignments
Roll your shoulders under a little to open the heart
Tilt your head slightly back and rest the head down

Level 3 Cues: Finishing Touches

Make any adjustments as needed
Relax on the exhale
Close your eyes
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BENEFITS OF THIS POSTURE:

Calms the nervous system
Lowers blood pressure
Teaches relaxation of the body and mind

NOTES:
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NOTES:
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NOTES:
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NOTES:
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NOTES:
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NOTES:
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NOTES:
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NOTES:
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

otherwise indicated, this Manual is our proprietary property and all text,
photographs, and graphics within the Manual (collectively, the "Content") and
the trademarks, service marks, and logos contained therein (the "Marks") are
owned or controlled by us or licensed to us and are protected by copyright and
trademark laws and various other intellectual property rights and unfair
competition laws of the United States, foreign jurisdictions, and international
conventions.
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